OPERATIONAL GUIDANCE ON THE
MOVEMENT OF USED AGRICULTURAL
AND FORESTRY MACHINERY AND
GROWING MEDIA
UK GOVERNMENT SETS OUT UPDATED OPERATIONALI

I

GUIDANCE FOR THE MOVEMENT OF THESE GOODS FROMI

I

GREAT BRITAIN (GB) TO NORTHERN IRELAND (NI)I

I

We are writing to you to set out updated pragmatic arrangements for the following used agricultural
and forestry machinery and growing media when being moved from GB to NI. This guidance
provides some temporary operational measures to address certain specific practical issues that
have emerged, without compromising biosecurity on the island of Ireland, while discussions
continue on appropriate, risk-based long-term arrangements.
Plants and Soil/Growing Media
● Bulbs or vegetables that have been grown in soil can be sent from GB to NI even if they still have
soil attached.
● Plants that have been grown in soil can be moved with soil attached, provided they are from an
authorised business meeting GB plant passporting requirements for soil.
● Plants that are moving in containers with growing medium attached can be moved from GB to NI
where they meet the conditions which apply for GB plant passporting purposes.
Used Agricultural and Forestry Machinery
Traders can move used agricultural and forestry machinery without the need for a phytosanitary
certificate, providing they have been washed to remove excessive soil and plant debris. This
means that machinery can still be moved if small amounts of soil remain.
How long will these arrangements be in place?
While these arrangements constitute temporary, practical steps to address specific and significant
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practical burdens, traders should continue to follow this guidance. In bringing them forward we
have ensured that there is no compromise to biosecurity of the island of Ireland, and we will
continue to work closely with the EU on how we can develop appropriate, risk-based arrangements
for the long-term.
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